The Nobel Laureate’s Carol
Words by Marian McKenzie  Tune: Do you see what I see

    C           Bb           C
Said+ Penzias, “Wilson, cock an ear – Do you hear what I hear?
    C           Bb           C
Rendering our signal unclear – Do you hear what I hear?
    Am         Em
This noise, this noise, coming from the void,
    F           G           F           E
It has really got me annoyed,
    F    C    Dm    G           C           Bb           C
It has really got me annoyed!”

    C           Bb           C
Said+ Becquerel to the two Curies, “Do you see what I see?
    C           Bb           C
On my photo plate, Dear Curies – Do you see what I see?
    Am         Em
It’s been exposed, even in the dark,
    F           G           F           E
Oh+, what could make such a mark?
    F    C    Dm    G           C           Bb           C
Oh+, what could make such a mark?”

    C           Bb           C
Said+ Einstein to the human race, “Listen to what I say!
    C           Bb           C
Newton got it wrong, human race. Listen to what I say!
    Am         Em
It all conserves, energy and mass,
    F           G           F           E
Send it out by Reuters and Tass!
    F    C    Dm    G           C           Bb           C
Send it out by Reuters and Tass!”